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Book Descriptions:

93 mustang auto to manual swap

Please upgrade your browser or activate Google Chrome Frame to improve your experience. We are
currently shipping orders at full capacity. Click Here for more updates. All of the parts used can be
found on our site at lmr.com. This is relatively easy and can be done with common tools. While
removing all of your parts, make sure to keep up with what went where. Labeling, taking pictures,
anything els. more This is relatively easy and can be done with common tools. Labeling, taking
pictures, anything else you may need to do can help save time a. more While removing all of your
parts, make sure to keep up with what went where. Labeling, taking pictures, anything else you may
need to do can help save time and headaches during re. more While removing all of your parts, make
sure to keep up with what went where. Labeling, taking pictures, anything else you may need to do
can help save time and headaches during reas. more Labeling, taking pictures, anything else you
may ne. more The best place to go for anything Mustang related! Now granted, we all prefer our
own setups, and thats totally fine. But, lets be honest. Bangin gears in a Fox Mustang is about as
American as you can get. Part one will cover interior tear down such as removing the center console,
seats, gauge removal and steering column removal. This video series will cover 1984 to 1993 5.0L
Fox Body Mustangs equipped with an AOD transmission. Landan with Late Model Restoration. Being
real Mustang enthusiasts and more ingrained within the Fox Mustang platform than anyone else in
the industry, we provide real world videos. Speaking of those videos, how does a general breakdown
and understanding of swapping an automatic AOD transmission to a T5 transmission sound. You
heard it right! Im going to show you the basic steps and general procedures required to swap that
AOD equipped five point oh liter Fox to a
T5.http://boissee.fr/userfiles/canon-a1-manual-exposure.xml

93 mustang auto to manual swap, 93 mustang auto to manual swap, 93 mustang auto
to manual swap for sale, 93 mustang auto to manual swap parts, 93 mustang auto to
manual swap car, 93 mustang auto to manual swap kit.

One of the more popular swaps known to the Fox platform is swapping the boring AOD automatic
transmission for that of a T5. Now granted, we all prefer our own setups, and thats totally fine. Now,
I am going to break this up into a multipart series to give you guys a better, more thorough
understanding of what this swap involves. Believe it or not, its actually a very straightforward swap,
but it will be fairly time consuming. Shooting straight from the hip here guys, I would STRONGLY
recommend aboveaverage mechanical ability and a decent set of tools before tackling this swap. For
those of you that may be wondering how much cutting and modifying is needed to make this happen;
Ill be the first to tell you that only one thing is permanently modified. Youll have to make a few cuts
to the floor pan and install the manual transmission tunnel hump kit. This will widen the opening and
allow the lower shift boot to be installed correctly. This is not an option and is required for this
swap. Alright fellas, this video will cover part one which involves interior tear down such as
removing the center console, seats and other small items; gauge removal and steering column
removal. Now, a little disclosure for this entire swap. I am performing the work on a1988 V8 coupe.
So, obviously some of the steps related to interior trim pieces will differ for 1984 to 1986 cars. Also,
throughout this swap, I am going to provide you guys the needed links to the videos we have
previously filmed. Such as seat removal, center console removal, the tunnel hump modification and a
few others. Okay guys, to get things started, position the car into a work area with some decent
room. Disconnect the negative battery cable and then prepare yourself for interior teardown. I would
start with the center console. Pry up on the shifter bezel and set it aside. This is longer needed since
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the manual bezel is different.http://originalavto.ru/userfiles/canon-a-1-manual-download.xml

Once that is out of the way, remove the four retaining screws that secures the gear select cover.
Now, slide the shifter handle into first gear. The next steps involve center console removal. Those
steps can be viewed by clicking the link in the description or the card in the upper right hand corner
on your screen. Both the driver and passenger side seats are secured to the floor pan with two nuts
and two bolts per side. Then remove the seat belt buckles from the floor pan. With those out of the
way, remove the carpet from the car. Now that the carpet is out of the way. Its time to address the
dash area. These next few steps will differ from eightyfour to eightysix since this car is an
eightyeight. For eightyseven to ninetythree owners, remove the headlight and hazard switches. This
is done by carefully releasing the small retaining tabs located on the sides of the switches. Pull the
switches forward and then disconnect the electrical connections. Now, remove the retaining
hardware securing the cluster surround and then set this aside. Remove the four retaining screws
that secure the gauge cluster to the dash. Carefully pull the cluster forward and disconnect the
electrical connections. To remove the speedo cable, squeeze the plastic retainer inward and pull out
on the cable. This will free it from the back of the cluster. Set the cluster aside. Moving underneath
the dash. Remove the two steering column to dash retaining nuts that are closest to the firewall.
Then, remove the two nuts securing the hood release cable bracket. Slide the bracket off of the
studs and position it out of the way. Remove the remaining two nuts and the column will start to
come free. Remove the lower dash support bar and then use a few zip ties to help hold the column.
Remove all of the electrical connections associated with the steering column. In the engine bay,
locate the steering column to steering shaft retaining hardware.

Use a combination of a long extension, a ratchet and a box end wrench to remove the hardware. Set
the hardware aside. While youre in the engine bay, go head and carefully pull the speedo cable out
from the dash. Also, remove the factory grommet. This hole will now service the clutch cable and
firewall adjuster. Back inside the car, pull out on the steering column. It will more than likely come
out in two pieces. Set this stuff aside. Lastly, get the floor defrost vent out of the way by removing
the small retaining screw. Alright guys, that completes part 1 of the AOD to T5 swap. Be sure and
keep track of all of the hardware and items that you remove. If it helps, write stuff down, take
pictures, or do whatever you feel is necessary to help you remember where stuff goes. Pretty much
all of the needed parts are currently available on our site, LMR.com. The only part that is currently
unavailable at this time is the pedal assembly. These can be sourced from your local salvage yard.
For a complete parts list, check out the link in the description. Until I address part two of the swap,
be sure and subscribe to our YouTube channel if you havent already. You know what to do by now
guys, keep it right here with the real Fox Mustang enthusiasts, LMR.com! Ford, Ford Mustang,
Mach 1, Shelby GT 500, 5.0, Cobra R, Fox Body, SVT Cobra, Bullitt, Cobra, GT, V6, S197, SN95 are
all registered trademarks of Ford Motor Company. Saleen is a registered trademark of Saleen
Incorporated. Roush is a registered trademark of Roush Enterprises Inc. Late Model Restoration has
no affiliation with Ford Motor Company, Roush Enterprises, or Saleen. Any usage or mentions of
these terms throughout our website and print ads are used for identification purposes only.
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Lets face it, stabbing the clutchAutomatic transmissions certainly have their benefits,However, as
we had alwaysWe performed the swap for several reasons including theAn AOD is
roughlyFurthermore we hope the T5The starter, driveshaft,It is not necessary to change to a manual
processor. InWithout this harness the manualIf you simply leave theThe actual swap is fairly simple
to perform, and willWe actuallyBelieve it or not, theWe got luckyWe struck a deal on all the T5.
Perhaps the most soughtafter parts are the console cover,We were fortunateWhen taking the pedal
assembly, be sure to get all theTake every little piece of hardwarePedal Installation. You dont want
to skimpWe talked to the clutch experts at SPEC Star Performance. Engineered Clutches, and they
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recommended their Stage. The snicktsnickt of the gears, flawlessly executing a heeltoe downshift as
you throw the car into the next turn of the Wendy’s drivethrough, watching the revs rise in sync with
your speedometer instead of lazily floating around the converter stall point, the brief moment of
silence where the exhaust calms down and the vibrations stop as you push the clutch in, select the
next gear, and unleash the dogs of war once more. These are counted highly among Things That I
Like and so I took it upon myself to replace the aging, broken C3 automatic transmission in my 1986
Fox body Mustang with a 1995 T5 manual. I was quite surprised how small this trans is. It’s rather
the compact thing and is light enough for a single person to carry it. Advertisement For those not
familiar, this is the chosen victim. My 1986 notchback “foureye” Mustang LX. With a 3speed
automatic and a throttlebodyinjected 3.8 liter V6 from the dark days of the Malaise era this is no
drag strip dominator, nor is the live rear axle and sloppy fourlink suspension going to result in an
autocross cone killer any time soon either. Clearly, something must be done to liven it up.

https://asidicelabiblia.com/images/bridge-inspector-s-manual-for-movable-bridges.pdf

Advertisement Step 1 Rethink your life choices Aside from just replacing the chunk of metal that
makes the car move there is a critical addition to the interior that must be made a third pedal.
Unfortunately you can’t crawl under the dash brighteyed and bushytailed with a clutch pedal in hand
and bolt it to the firewall. Oh no. Here’s step 1 Advertisement Drop the steering column, realize it’s
hanging up on all of the car’s superrigged wiring for the stereo, destroy half of the wiring and then
remove the column. Advertisement Four bolts under the dash and then a whole bunch of 30 year old
plastic connectors that I attempted to gently remove at first and then began hitting with a hammer
and chisel. Swollen plastic. Never again. Advertisement Upper dash must be removed and the gauge
cluster pulled out so the speedometer cable can be pulled out into the engine bay. The grommet the
speedo cable passes through on automatic cars is where the clutch cable has to go so it needs to be
rerouted. A long extension assists with getting four bolts on the firewall free and then you find
someone with more upper body strength to wiggle the pedalbox out of the car. Advertisement Lonely
single sadness on the left, happy couple on the right. “Simply” toss it back into the car, which is 2
hours of swearing and struggling in this super dignified position Advertisement Then take a quick
glance at your pile of interior Advertisement Luckily Ford seems to do a decent job of making things
come apart easily. Most of the time. Which is good because there is quite a lot that needs to come
out. Advertisement Once the pedals are back in it only took a half hour or so to get the steering
column back together and in the car, after which I checked to make sure all the relevant electronics
and switchgear still worked. I also found a bolt in the steering column on the underside that has the
head in the center that attaches a large chunk of plastic that holds the tilt mechanism to the metal
column.

http://asfgrup.com/images/bridge-inspector-s-reference-manual-pdf.pdf

I noticed the whole steering assembly was wiggling at that point so I got an openended wrench and
tightened it an eighth of a turn at a time until I got it tight. Boom. No more bouncing steering wheel.
Unfortunately I forgot to take pictures of this. Advertisement Four nuts later and the column is back
in the car All of the plugs go back in far easier than they came out. Advertisement uh yeah just
gonna shove that up above the column and ignore it Advertisement Suddenly boom the car is on a
lift. And honestly for a 30 year old car that spent years sitting in a field in Kansas this is pretty
impressively free of major rust. Advertisement There is quite a lot of oil though. Advertisement This
was the only “real” rust in the whole undercarriage, and this wasn’t even soft just some surface rust
around this drain plug thing. Upon going to remove the exhaust we noticed the nuts on the exhaust
flange were impossible to get to. Who would design such a thing Nobody. Turns out the engine was
sitting a few inches to the passenger side. Here is a motor mount Advertisement Here is an
exmotormount Advertisement Fabulous. We jacked up the engine enough to get the bolt and
wrestled the exhaust out in one piece, which is probably good because there isn’t really anywhere it
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can come apart don’t even bother with the slip fittings, that magic isn’t happening. Advertisement At
this point the sun started peeking through the rainclouds so I took a moment to appreciate how
incredibly humid it was and wipe the sweat off my brow, replacing it with a nice streak of black
gunk. Advertisement Spent the next few hours undoing impossible to get to bolts and spilling ATF
everywhere. Eventually you’ll be rewarded with an absurdly heavy lump of metal. Advertisement
Climb back into the car and angrily unbolt the automatic shifter and throw it at the wall as hard as
possible. Ponder why it didn’t so much as crack and reevaluate your thoughts on 80s plastics
durability.

Advertisement Much room for activities. Advertisement Spend 5 years jiggling the transmission
around trying to get it to slip through the clutch into the pilot bearing and then realize the stupid
debris shield thing has slipped slightly and is blocking the trans. Cry deeply and start bolting up the
bellhousing again. Wonder what parts stores are open at 11pm before realizing the only store open
is an Autozone that gets robbed biweekly in the part of town that people usually go to great lengths
to avoid. Realize your Miata doesn’t have enough room for the amount of guns necessary for
defense, steel your nerves, and clowncar your happy asses to Autozone to fork over far too much
money for a Duralast starter with a lifetime warranty which is immediately voided by hacking up the
wiring to make it work with the existing external solenoid. Advertisement Another thing I forgot to
take pictures of was the trans mount. Every tutorial for this mentions having to cut and weld stuff.
It’s not necessary. The crossbrace can remain completely stock but you will notice that it is 23
inches forward of where the mount on the transmission is. Luckily my manual had a plate with two
sets of holes where the upper part of the mount bolts to. Simply unbolt the rubber mount which has
two studs facing downward that sit in the crossbrace and slide it forward and bolt it to the forward
set of bolt holes. Boom. It all lines up brilliantly. Once the trans was mounted up we noticed that the
shift fork was rubbing on the exhaust a bit, so another several hours was spent using all manner of
tools to provide clearance before the car could be taken on a test drive. Once that was finished and
deemed adequate the finishing touch was added. Advertisement Store bought shifters are lame.

So how was it Well, at first the car wouldn’t pull itself until I figured out how to use the selfadjusting
clutch pedal pull up on the pedal with your toe, and then the clutch would engage properly and I
could back out of the garage. The huge hole in the center console where a shift boot could be let in
all manner of fun noises from the engine bay but the car shifted through all the relavent gears
impressively smoothly and I was even able to competently heeltoe downshift it my first few tries. The
speedometer is wildly inaccurate but at roughly 80mph the car is doing about 1900rpm and pulls
much harder than it used to in first gear. The clutch, while heavy due to being cableactuated, is
incredibly forgiving and the car as a whole is very easy to drive and feels very solid now with the
repaired steering column. Advertisement Next up DIY panhard bar. Share This Story Get our
newsletter Subscribe. We are one of the largest Mustang communities on the Web. Feel free to
browse the site. Also please take a moment to Sign Up. Its FREE and you get access to post and
reply on our site, follow popular users and use the SEARCH function. Enjoy your visit and become a
member today.For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. First should I consider trading my car for a manual. Second I found this in a previous post
and was wondering if it would be a good idea to get these parts at a junkyard instead of buying the
conversion kit from MustangParts. Also, what would a good shop charge to do this swap. Finally,
what does TKO stand for Thanks! That is unless this is something you really want to do as a project
just to see if you can. You also have to change insurance, the cars registration and title. I also think
that if you ever want to sell it, you will have a very difficult time.

The only thing I would lose would be the gears because I could have the exhaust swapped back the
stock H pipe anyway Id have to obtain a ford catback. If it were stock I probably wouldnt even think



twice. Im not doing it as a project. I just want a stick. Thaks for the reply. Anyone else Ive thought
about building my auto too. The thing is, I want the control over the gears like a manual. The only
way to have that is to have a manual. What would building my auto consist of, and what would it do
for the car. Also, Ive never been a fan of how the auto is jerky in normal driving. Whats the best way
to smooth it out. I want it to feel like it is quality, not cheap. I have never hear of that here. Building
a better auto transmission might mean reworking or replacing the valve body all the way to a full go
through. Manual control autos are not unheard of. The question is when did they switch to a
computer controlled auto The cost of professional labor is just too high. Surprised it didnt turn to
dust when you tried posting to it. But now Im looking into a SN95 and replacing the auto with a T5
myself and cant imagine the hassle. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit
www.motortrend.com for the latest on new cars, car reviews and news, concept cars and auto show
coverage, awards and much more. MOTORTREND.COM Ford introduced the fivespeed transmission
as a Mustang option in 1983 and it has been a mainstay ever since. Fifth gear was overdrive, which
reduced engine rpm at highway speeds, making Mustangs more fuel efficient as well as more fun to
drive. In 2000, Ford installed its first sixspeed in the SVT Mustang Cobra R in very limited numbers.
After that your only option for a sixspeed in your Mustang was the topoftheline 0304 Cobra with its
supercharged 4.6L fourvalve, sixspeed, and IRS drivetrain until the Shelby Mustangs sixspeed
debuted in 2007.

Bruce Couture of Modern Driveline answers this question with the new Tremec T56 Magnum
sixspeed transmission conversion package for 7993 Fox body Mustangs with the 5.0L V8. When
Couture first told us about this conversion kit, we admit we were skeptical because no one had really
done it before and without extensive modifications to get it to fit. This was when Couture decided to
take on his own oneowner 88 Mustang GT to see what was involved. He was thrilled to learn only
very minor transmission tunnel overlap joint trimming had to be performed to get the Tremec T56
Magnum into a Fox Mustang. Bruce Couture of Modern Driveline removes two metric finethread
bolts that secure the shifter handle. 02. With the transmission safely supported, the crossmember is
removed. 03. The catalytic converter Hpipe is removed for improved access. O2 sensors and
Thermactor air pump tube are disconnected and safely placed out of the way. 04. The driveshaft is
disconnected from the companion flange at the rear axle as shown and removed. 05. With the World
Class T5 transmission properly supported, the transmission is unbolted from the bellhousing and
removed. 06. To remove the bellhousing a 58inch socket is used. The starter has been removed and
clutch cable disconnected at this time as well. Lastly the flywheel is removed from the rear of the
engine. 07. The QuickTime separator plate is installed first. Thread locker is used on all bolts, which
are torqued in crisscross fashion in onethird values. 10. The QuickTime steel bell from Modern
Driveline is installed next. Notice the large void, which is to clear the T56 Magnum’s clutch fork. 11.
The T56 Magnum is moved into place and aligned with the QuickTime bellhousing. This is actually
one of the easiest transmission alignment and installation experiences there is. 12. The new
crossmember is positioned and fitchecked before installation. This is something of a prototyping
operation where parts are precision checked for proper fit. 13.

The T56 sixspeed is bolted to the QuickTime bell and tightened. The clutch fork is checked for
freedom of movement and the clutch cable is connected and properly adjusted. 14. A new DynoTech
Engineering aluminum driveshaft from Modern Driveline is splined into place and checked for
proper dimensions. You should see inch of slip yoke showing at the transmission with the driveshaft
secured to the rear axle flange. 15. The speedometer cable’s driven gear is installed along with the
backup light switch harness and shifter lockout. 16. The starter is reinstalled next. Virtually any
smallblock Ford starter will fit the QuickTime bell and Modern Driveline flywheel. 17. It is such a
rush seeing a sixspeed shifter perfectly lined up with Couture’s ’88 Mustang GT transmission tunnel.
All we need now is the dust boot and shifter handle. 18. The T56 Magnum shifter is crisp and
predictable. It feels good to hold in your hand. Not only do you have overdrive, but two overdrive



ranges for the open road depending on how fast you want to go. Modern Driveline offers you tech
support before and after the sale and will be there should you encounter a snag during installation.
The first was because I Had I not done the turbo This is only the I was fortunate enough to I would
highly recommend the They are far superior Put a jack stand near each wheel. 2. Dont be afraid to
cut them if You will need to rotate the You will have to wiggle and pull back to You may have to jack
the car Shifter Removal You need to. I have found that cutting a Once that is Unplug the wires as
needed.

All you need to do is remove the Once this is removed you can I did this because it simplifies the If
its different You may need to put a screwdriver between the You will just have to Once you get the
assembly loose you may find a few Make sure you slot out the holes in If you dont If your manual one
isnt rusty like this it You can look at the plug You dont have too many Torque the bolts to 2530 The
Autos In most cases, this section The 2 wires go to The colors are the same so its easy to see You will
need to grind You will need to use an oil pump If you have any questions contact us. To get the car
going as a shortterm solution, I was going to have the AOD rebuilt on the cheap. When a
“friendofafriend” deal went south and the jackass disappeared with my AOD and his cell phone was
cut off, the car ended up sitting. After I decided to unload my CP autocross project, I realized I still
wanted something I could autocross. Considering the parts I had lying around, making the GT an
ESP car, as uncompetitive as it might be, was a great lowbuck solution. The first step was to get the
GT back on the road, but now with a T5 rather than the originally planned modular swap. But that
was before I found this site. Not wanting to recreate the wheel, the focus is on the particular issues I
faced, along with an overview of the swap. Besides, if you really need every nut and bolt covered in
detail, you probably should have someone else do the swap. I decided to start inside the car because
I wasn’t in the mood to get greasy. The column needs to be dropped in order to swap the pedal
assemblies. I’ve read that it can be done without dropping the column, but I’ve also heard and read
that its much quicker and easier if you do. After doing the swap, not only would I drop the column,
but I’d completely remove it. I used a small flathead screwdriver to help pull apart the harness
connectors, but you could do it without.

Go gently here, or you’ll break the plastic clips that hold the connectors together. What this
component does is prevent you from shifting out of Park without pressing the brake. Without the
AOD, you don’t need this. The cable coming out of the bottom of the mechanism attaches to the
shifter. It’s easy enough to do, just make sure to take note of how it fits together so you don’t have
any problems when installing the manual assembly. With the column dropped, there should be 4
remaining bolts on the firewall holding the pedal assembly in. I was able to get to all 4 using some
long extensions, and it really wasn’t too bad. Taking out the pedal assembly and putting in the new
one can take a little while. Of course I dropped, but didn’t remove my steering column. If the column
is removed, it should go a lot easier than it did for me. Pull the front of the assembly down first, as it
mounts to 2 of the steering column bolts which were removed when the steering column was
dropped, then pull the assembly away from the firewall. You’ll need to pull the gauge cluster,
disconnect the speedo cable, pull it through the firewall, and feed it back through the appropriate
hole. This hole is slightly higher and to the left when looking at the firewall from the engine
compartment than the hole the speedo cable came out of, and that the clutch cable will use. My car
has a large power cable going through the speedo cable hole, so I used an existing slit in the
steering column seal for the speedo cable. At some point I’ll rewire the stereo, and will correctly
route the speedo at that time. The clutch cable can then be routed through the firewall. Using a little
lubricant can help ease fitting the grommets into the firewall. Reattach the speedo cable to the
gauges and you can screw the instrument cluster back into the dash.

Not to mention a complete pedal assembly will get you the electrical switches for the clutch to
correctly activate the neutral safety switch, and a clutch quadrant if you’re not planning on



upgrading. However, because I plan on autocrossing my car in E Street Prepared and class rules
don’t allow this upgrade, I reused the factory quadrant that came with my assembly. I fit the bottom
two firewall bolts first, then lifted the front of the assembly up onto the other bolts. Install the nuts
on the firewall, then attach the clutch cable to the quadrant, and hook up the brake booster rod and
brake light switch. These wires were installed, but jumpered, from the factory. There are two
jumpered pairs behind the left kick panel actually, only one of mine had a jumper, and a third
jumpered pair behind the stereo and center console. Simply unplug the jumpers and plug them into
the pedal assembly. There’s a little plastic clip on a plastic rod that sticks out the back of the neutral
safety switch. Slide the clip all the way up snug to the back of the switch, then press the clutch pedal
to set it at it’s proper distance. When you press the clutch, the clip contacts and pushes in a tube
that goes around the plastic rod. When this tube is pressed in, it activates the switch. I initially
didn’t set this, so the switch wasn’t working, and made me believe I had a short. Install the column,
then hook up the column harness connectors. However, don’t reinstall the dash panel under the
column or the shift lock actuator. You’ll want the panel off to remove the center console, and you’ve
no need for the actuator. You can remove the shifter without removing the center console. It isn’t
easy, but I did it. However, I wasn’t able to get the lower shifter seal installed without removing it.
So, go ahead and remove the console now. I have read that you can pull the console by unplugging
the radio from the harness after the console is loosened and pulled back slightly. Your mileage may
vary.
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